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Success as a day trader will only come to 10 percent of those who try. Its important to understand why most
traders fail so that you can avoid those mistakes. The day traders who lose money in the market are losing
because of a failure to either choose the right stocks, manage risk, and find proper entries or follow the rules
of a proven strategy. In this book, I will teach you trading techniques that I personally use to profit from the
market. Before diving into the trading strategies, we will first build your foundation for success as a trader by
discussing the two most important skills you can possess. I like to say that a day trader is two things: a hunter
of volatility and a manager of risk. Ill explain how to find predictable volatility and how to manage your risk
so you can make money and be right only 50 percent of the time. We turn the tables by putting the odds for
success in your favor. By picking up this book, you show dedication to improve your trading. This by itself
sets you apart from the majority of beginner traders.
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online ebook

Joel Darroux says

A good read

Very informative read. I do recommend it to anyone who has an interest in day trading and has no idea where
to start.

Jonathan T. Toole says

Great book for day trading

Ross goes over a few different day trading strategies and even shows how he sets up his stock screeners. If
you haven’t watched any of his warrior trading YouTube videos, Ross is a very successful day trader and
trading instructor. I highly recommend this book.

larry r allen jr says

Ver good in knowegde

If do'nt know about you sould be read this (if good for me ) I think good for who wonder about trading .

Jamil Marzouka says

Simple and useful for beginners who wanna learn day trading. Also less complicated than other trading
books.

Charlie Staples says

More books!

Great read. Lots to learn from this book. Ross is definitely a great trader. This book is worth much more than
the price as it gives specific ways to conquer the market. Ross, write more books!



Luie says

Stocks explained on a basic level with some technical approaches. If you're new to the stock market, this is a
great introductory book to read.

Marie Gonzalez says

Excellent Book for a begginer!

Excellent book for a beginner wanting to learn how to day trade.
I strongly reccomend it!
I really learned a lot from this book.

Blundell says

nice slow intro to trading. Shame it doesn't explain some of the terms it uses, and the pictures are way too
small when reading ebook on your phone- but I liked it, best book i've read on trading so far (starting at 101)

Ahmed Tawfeek says

All in all, this is a great book, though I think it needs a lot more work done when it comes to chart examples
and illustrations.

Torry says

Excellent Book

As a new trader, this book has helped immensely. Trading is not for the faint of heart, and requires endless
hours of education, which Ross lays out quite effectively.

Chris Norman says

Very good book. Great information.

Michael says



Some experienced traders might be put off by the simplicity and basic information, but if you're reading this
book then you are obviously seeking help. I've been trading in the trading chat room Ross moderates for a
year now and I've had some ups and downs due to my own mistakes. I'm doing well now, having sorted out
what works for me as a trader. You don't have to get fancy to make money trading and Ross has a well
thought out proven strategy outlined in this book.

Jess Kang says

A good book on guiding day Traders what to do and what not to do.

There are two main parts in the book namely strategy and risk management. Strategy wise it is up to
individual judgement, the main takeaway of this book to me is on the risk management part.


